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This medical terminology text uses a Programmed Learning approach that is ideal for classroom
use, self-paced study, or distance learning. It is broken down into concise self-instruction frames
followed by review frames for immediate feedback and reinforcement. Actual medical records and
medical record analysis activities are used extensively throughout the book. Highlights of this edition
include a more engaging design, additional illustrations, more detailed coverage of term
components, chapter objectives checklists, and acronyms and abbreviations charts. A free bound-in
CD-ROM contains Stedman's audio pronunciations and interactive exercises. LiveAdvise: Medical
Terminologyâ€”an online student tutoring and faculty support serviceâ€”is free with the book. A fully
customizable online course created specifically for this text is available as an additional purchase.
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This is a good book for an introductory level course/self-study program. It breaks down the
terminology by body system (one body system per chapter), so you know what parts of the body to
relate the terms to as you progress through the book. This book is nicely organized, easy to follow,
and easy to understand. It is extremely helpful if you are entering the medical field. It has flashcards
in the back of the book that help you test yourself, but they are not indispensable. You could make
them yourself. It is by far one of the best introductory texts available.

This is one of those books where I really did have fun reading. The book really try to help you

understand the terms and provided flashcards to do so. The only problem I have is that the CD
doesn't work and I bought the book as new. The book has a pretty comprehensive review session at
the end of each section. Reading Chapter 1 and 2 really does help before moving on to other
chapters.PROS+ Helpful+ Easy to read and find information+ Review sectionsCONS- CD doesn't
work- Ordered new but came in the mail looking like it's been tossed around- Older edition of the
book provide better flash cards than the Second edition. The flash cards on the Second edition feels
cheap.

I like the programmed style of this book. It makes reviewing medical terminology easy as each
section deals with a different system so you can easily find the things you want to review or
systematically read from front to back. The book was received in good condition and worked well for
me.

This textbook is for keeps; it's a must have for every student in the medical field. You can't go wrong
with this textbook, it breaks medical terms down from A to Z. I am keeping this textbook after my
class, i'm not selling it.

This book is excellent for anyone not familiar with medical terminology class. The book includes a
CD and flashcard in the back. I feel knowledgeable after reading the Chapter 1. It is worth the
money.

This was my first time ever using for ordering books for school. My experience was stress-free and
very convenient. I received a relatively flawless copy at a super affordable price. Super satisfied!!

This medical terminology book is amazing! It has definitions, breaks down each word with a prefix,
root, and suffix, as well as has already made flash cards in the back that are an easy tear out! And
how could I forget the CD rom that comes with it- it's an interactive learning over the computer
which helps you with meanings and pernounciations of words! Such a great book, I strongly suggest
anyone who's planning on going into the medical field to purchase this book!

This book smells bad of smoke, this should have been listed in the comments! I don't mind the
writing and highlighting in the book but the smell is hard to get over. I will question buying for here
again!
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